
        






    The store will not work correctly when cookies are disabled.





    
        
            
                
                    JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser.
                    
                        For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser.                    
                

            

        

    

    
    
        
            
                
                    Your privacy is our priority!

When you visit our website, we use cookies and similar technologies to access or store information on your system's browser. In addition to the necessary technologies, we also use optional solutions, also from external companies, enabling the analysis of our website’s visits and the effectiveness of our promotional activities as well as the creation of individual user profiles, the presentation of individually tailored advertising on the website and third-party websites and use by entities for their own needs. third. These activities may also take place in non-EU countries with a lower level of data protection (e.g., USA). You can help us by clicking on "Accept all" and thus consenting to the optional processing and transfer of data. You can withdraw or change this consent at any time with effect for the future by clicking Settings.


                

            

            
                
                    Cookie Configuration

Our website uses cookies, which we divided for the user into the following categories.

Please note that the settings that will be made here will only apply to the currently used device and the currently used web browser, and for other devices and / or browsers, they must be entered again. If you delete cookies, these settings will be reset.

                    
                        
                            Accept all cookies and close                        
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                            Cookies are used to ensure the basic functionality of our website (e.g., shopping cart, customer account, etc.). They enable the proper functioning of the website and the purchase of new products. Cookie preferences are also stored, which we ask the user about as soon as the website is launched.
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                            To monitor our website and our services and to continuously improve them, cookies are used to collect anonymous information about how the user uses the website using Adobe Analytics and Google Analytics. Based on this data, we can continuously optimize the operation of the website for various devices (e.g., laptop, tablets, smartphones, etc.) and browsers (Safari, Chrome, Firefox, Microsoft Edge, etc.) to be able to use it as best and without interruptions.
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                            To be able to offer you personalized advertising, we use cookies that allow us to recognize you again on our website and on the websites where our advertising is located. In this way, we can display on our website and on other websites relevant advertising content that is of interest to you.

                            Read more
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    Specialized e-commerce solutions 
tailored to your needs.

      




we are software house



Coding for fashion is a rare specialization.
Here you will find a true fashion software house for brands that know what they want.
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Few words about us






  

    
      What characterizes us?
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            Excellence of code and service

                          We have only one standard of work and quality - the highest. Today, only perfection is sufficient.
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            Modern solutions

                          We work according to the standards of the future, so that clients are ready for it today.
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            Ambition at every step

                          We are here to make your store function better and sell more. Your goals are our goals.

                      

              

    

  





  
    
      What can we do for you?

      	
            
            MAGENTO stores
            On the Magento platform, the biggest players operate and grow. Every day of a new store's operation means more results and stability for your business.
          
	
            
            Updates and migrations
            We develop existing stores by moving them to Magento 2, adding functionalities and solutions tailored to the client's new needs.
          
	
            
            Audits and support
            Every store can be even more effective. We analyze, advise, and help implement tools that strengthen sales and brand.
          
	
            
            PIM, ERP, HYVA, AKENEO
            Personalized Magento is just the beginning. We offer many solutions to help you harness the full potential of your new store.
          
	
            
            Technical consultancy
            We share knowledge and best practices from work with leading fashion brands (including Christian Louboutin, Manolo Blahnik, Jack Wolfskin) across Europe.
          
	
            
            Concierge service
            Professionalism is also about people. Impeccable service, understanding the client's goals, and full collaboration with their team are the ingredients of the quality you will receive.
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Platforms that sell fashion and programmers who understand it.
Instead of suits, we have DressxCode - we dress companies in code that enables them to sell online easier, faster, and more: stores, platforms, applications, and everything that may be needed for them.

see the offer





Sales programming in Tailor-made version.
You will receive decades of combined experience in fashion e-commerce from the French and British markets, full mastery of the Magento platform, and - perhaps most importantly - sincere dedication to your success.
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Get to know us





Do you want to see if this is a solution for you?
We will prepare a 14-day demo version for your e-commerce, allowing you to fully explore the capabilities of Magento.

TRY IT


Exceptional products must have an exceptionally efficient store.
The Magento platform is a solution that allows you to increase sales, enhance your customers' experiences, and automate processes, with full store customization.

Check what benefits await you when working with us.

TAKE A LOOK






  

    We worked with:

          
        
          








                                  
              
                Raffaella Cara

                                Head of E-Commerce & Digital

                              

                            Alekseon has exceeded expectations; since the website went live, the client's conversion rate and demand have doubled. The team works well in sprints and is communicative through Jira, Slack, and Zoom, with weekly alignment calls. They're also honest, which has contributed to the project's success.

                          

                                              
              
                Bruno Oghittu

                                CHIEF DIGITAL AND LOGISTICS OFFICER

                              

                            This fashion e-commerce agency has been a game-changer for our brand. Their expertise, attention to detail, and tailored strategies have significantly boosted our online presence and sales. I highly recommend them to anyone in the fashion industry.

                          

                                              
              
                Marcin Gabryołek

                                CEO

                              

                            E-commerce is a living organism that must operate continuously and evolve, requiring proper care. Before Alekseon, we tested various developers, and there was always an issue with deadlines, communication, responsiveness to crises, or functional limitations. Currently, we are working on many complex projects related to automation, improving order processing, dynamically making changes to UX and SEO, and much more. My team throws out ideas, and Alekseon seeks effective solutions, which are first implemented in pre-production, rigorously tested, and only then published.
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Christian Louboutin, Manolo Blahnik, and soon perhaps your company too:

We transform excellent user experience into excellent sales. Alekseon offers stores, platforms, and applications for the world of fashion: tailored and coded to achieve what you want through them.

See our achievements - this is how we could work for you too.

full portfolio
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          New online store - Manolo Blahnik

          
                              Manolo Blahnik is a globally renowned premium fashion brand that sells goods produced practically worldwide, and the list of countries where the brand's footwear becomes available is expanding every day.

                              Read more...
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          E-Horizon - Migration from Magento 1 and development on Magento 2

          
                              For our partner in the outdoor industry, Fam Company - the exclusive distributor of the Jack Wolfskin brand in Poland, we performed an advanced e-commerce platform migration based on Magento 1 to a new store on Magento 2.

                              Read more...
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          Secret Lashes - Efficient and smooth online store based on Magento 2.

          
                              The Secret Lashes brand needed an e-commerce agency that would support it in the development of the online store, its maintenance, and optimization activities.

                              Read more...
                  

      

                        






    

        
            
            
            
            Get in touch with us today
                The sooner you contact us, the sooner you’ll see results. Let us know how we can support you.

        
            
            Name        
        
    





            
            Email        
        
    





            
            Phone (optional)        
        
    





            
            Message        
        
    





        
            
            
                I agree to be contacted and accept the Privacy Policy            
        
    




    







    
    
        Send message
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Alekseon provides IT technology, programming, ecommerce, applications, and individual stores on Magento tailored to the specificity and style of fashion brands. We offer international experience and deep customization. We truly code to measure. Learn more >
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                [email protected]
                +48 517 508 872
                
                    Alekseon Sp. z o.o.
                    ul. Kostki Napierskiego 7
                    81-469 Gdynia, Poland
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